
Assessment Opportunities 



 Placement Tests 

Scholastic PR1ME Mathematics Placement Tests 

are intended to help teachers determine the 

starting point for students who begin the 

programme partway through their primary years.  

 

There are 5 placement Test that assess skills from 

a range of PR1ME Mathematics levels to 

determine which level is the most appropriate for 

each student.  

 

Once the students complete the test, teachers 

need to use the ‘Student Report’ and their OTJ to 

determine the best starting PR1ME Mathematics 

level. 

As well as identifying the best starting level, the PR1ME Mathematics Placement Test 

identifies areas of particular weakness D
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Assessing readiness for new learning 
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Let’s Remember is a recall featured designed specifically to identify students at 

risk before a new concept is introduced. Each item in Let’s Remember is carefully 

crafted to check for readiness to learn new knowledge.  



Each concept in Let’s Learn is taught using the three-stage Concrete-Pictorial-

Abstract approach to develop deep conceptual understanding.  The Teacher’s Guide 

provides a guide on how to direct students’ learning through each stage. It is during 

the guided discussions that teachers are able to continually  deploy the ‘on-the-spot 

formative assessment’ to differentiate the learning. Some of the ’on-the-spot 

formative assessments’ include;   

 Pace the learning to suit the needs of our students 

 Revisit previous concepts to consolidate previous learning 

 Add extra examples to support the learning of all our learners 

 To pick up common misconceptions early 

 To decide which students need extra one-on-one support and which 
are ready to move off independently.  

 An opportunity to listen in on and observe how they are working 
through the practice examples (whiteboard or partner talk) 

 Another opportunity to check the students’ new learning and  to 
intervene if necessary. 

 To assess if the learning has been effective for all students in the 
group. 

 Identify who is having difficulty, and on which aspect of the learning 
and to immediate address the issue before they go off to work 
independently. 
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Each unit or chapter is taught over several guided lessons, which each session 

focusing on a concept or part of it. The session is designed with a two-part structure 

of concept introduction in Let’s Learn, and guided practice and formative assessment 

in Let’s Do. 

Let’s Do reinforces students’ learning through guide, systematically varied tasks and 

functions as formative assessment. Tasks are crafted to provide valuable and 

immediate feedback on whether students have progressed through the three-stage 

approach and mastered the concept or it reteaching is required.  The Let’s Do 

allows to teacher to; 



Let’s Practice is an opportunity for 

students to work independently on 

practice examples that support the 

learning that has taken place during the 

Let’s Learn and Lets Do stages.  These 

tasks are completed in the student’s 

individual ‘Practice Book’.  

 

Let’s Practice can be completed as either 

as a follow-up task or assigned as 

homework. 
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The objectives of, and skills covered in 

each practice task are stated in the 

Teacher’s Guide enables teachers to 

check and track learning and address 

shortfalls early. 
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Throughout the programme, there are multiple opportunities to gather summative 

assessment. Practice tasks at the end of a series of guided  sessions consolidates the 

learning.  The Teacher’s Guide provides the answers and worked solutions for the 

tasks and enables the teacher to check learning and address shortfalls.  
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Scholastic PR1ME Mathematics Summative Tests are instruments for summative 

assessment and help to evaluate students’ learning progress and mastery of concepts 

twice a year, usually when a Coursebook has been completed.  

There are 3 Summative Tests at each PR1ME Mathematics level. The administration of 

the second and third test assess if intervention efforts following the first test are 

successful.  


